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Introduction 

Odontophobia (dental fear) is a “unique phobia with unique psychosomatic aspects that have an effect on the dental fitness of the 
odontophobic persons” [1]. For some individuals, dental anxiety may additionally be so exquisite that everyday lifestyles is impaired. 
In these instances, the character experiences concern or nervousness that is out of share to the true risk existing in the situation. This 
frequently leads to avoidance behavior, and clinically huge degrees of misery or impaired functioning [2]. Such avoidance conduct is 
properly regarded with the aid of any dentist who has dealt with sufferers with excessive ranges of dental anxiety before. In Australia, 
people with greater tiers of dental anxiety have a tendency to keep away from the dentist and have irregular attendance records, commonly 
in search of treatment when symptomatic [3,4]. Processes acknowledged to make contributions to the etiology of dental anxiety and 
phobia consist of a range of genetic, behavioral, and cognitive factors. An individual’s dental fear/phobia is probably to have been created 
by way of involving a multitude of factors [5].

Methodology and Conclusion

By combining virtual reality headsets, hypnosis abstracts which displays from the VR headset and merging dental devices noise with 
these abstract movements we can manage audio-visual fears and put the patient in hypnotic situation.

This method will reduce dentistry anxiety and help dentists to focus on treatment more comfortable, also it will level up the clinics that 
use such innovative methods.
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Odontophobia (dental fear) is a “unique phobia with unique psychosomatic aspects that have an effect on on the dental fitness of 
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